In this paper, we discuss various aspects of the problem of space-invariance, under compositions, of certain subclasses of the space of all continuously differentiable functions on an interval   
Introduction
Throughout this paper we use the following notations: if g, f are given functions, the expression g f  stands for the composite function 
by a derivative of f, which is of bounded variation, improves the properties of that composite function. Indeed, a proof of the following theorem can be found in [3, Theorem 5] .
Let be a subspace of  . Given a function , the autonomous Nemytskij (or Superposition, see [4] 
. We prove a version of Theorem 1.1 about the integrability of products of the form · g f f  g is an integrable function and
is continuous, and obtain an estimation of the norm
we give necessary
Some Function Spaces
finitions and state some
Finally, we prove two results in which and sufficient conditions for the autonomous Nemytskij Operator to map the space of all functions of second bounded variation into itself and the class of functions of
In this section we recall some de results which will be needed for the further development of this work.  We will use the notation
The class of all Lipschitz continuous functions in 
In this case, the relation
: 
In this case the relation 
Main Results
We begin this section by stating some fundamentals facts ions of functions on BV and AC. In sic properties of the inner function concerning composit these cases the intrin (in the composition) will show to play also an important role. We recall that if D and E are given sets, X is a linear subspace of E  and φ is a map from D to E, the linear composition operator : 
